Usual theory has it that large power is only attained by using large mass in harvesting of vibration energy. But can a heavy harvester be displaced at all or meaningfully under small vibration sources? Large mass means large materials with high costs, less ease of transportation and high difficulty of integration into portable technologies. Herein, a theory is proposed and validated for power as inversely proportional to mass but directly proportional to the stiffness of spring, meaning that large mass is not always needed. A further concept is established that more local gravity gives higher power but on condition that mass, spring stiffness and displacement amplitude of vibration source remain unchanged. Nonlinear multi-phase power spectrum arises when displacement amplitude of a vibration source is constant, whereas linear single-phase spectrum is the result when this amplitude fluctuates in non-zero gravity. All theoretical findings concur with results of real-life applications, giving new design pathways for high performance harvesters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vibration energy harvesting involves electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal, chemical, sound (noise) and even vibrations due to earth microseism and ocean infragravity waves [1] [2] [3] [4] . A harvester designed to capture or absorb vibration energy usually amplifies it through resonance and then converts it into a useable electrical energy through a transduction process. A harvesting device is typically composed of a mass, m, and a spring, K, which jointly bring about the resonance either as the harvester's own natural frequency = 1 2 ⁄ √ ⁄ or from coupling to the natural frequency of the vibration source. Given the fact that everything moves, vibration energy is an alternative source to alleviate the shortcomings of existing energy supplies.
Harvesting other sources of energy like sunlight and wind has proved to be insufficient and erratic in many environments, e.g. underwater, surface, sub-orbital, orbital and deep space.
One key problem for vibration energy technology is the seeming limitation of power to merely how big the mass of a harvester is [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This has imposed undue design difficulties for high-performance harvesters. And because it was believed to be associated with linear devices only [3] [4] [5] , nonlinear mechanics were attempted to address this problem though contended [6, 8] . In these deliberations, gravitational terms were largely neglected despite known implications of gravity on the surface of earth [1] , as in revelations like horizontal vibration experiments [9] and the development of a spectroscopy technique for measuring gravitational resonance due to impact at very low scales [10] . Hence, whether a device for harvesting vibration energy is on the ground, at one earth location or another, or whether it is in space, orbiting a body or freely travelling, does make a significant difference to the amount of power that it can produce. On surface of earth, the measure of gravity is taken to be around 9.8 m/s 2 , though it varies, but still about 4-5 orders of magnitude more than that on Comet 67P (10 -4 m/s 2 ) where Philae robot landed for exploration [11] .
Noting effects of difference in gravity environments, reduced gravity system on Earth like Active Response Gravity Offload System (ARGOS) was designed as a simulator to prepare people, robotics, procedures, etc. for future space missions [12] . In ARGOS, body mass of a person is in microgravity at a level set by the system but the person's limbs with mounted energy harvester mass are supposedly in the gravity of their location on Earth and would perform according to this local gravity. Simplified mathematical rule for power in divergent gravity environment is proposed in this study.
Another problem is that major focus of almost all reported works has been on using spring stiffness for designing frequency at which resonance occurs [3] [4] [5] , forgetting that springs come in various forms including as mechanical, magnetic, acoustic, thermal, gravitational, electronic, chemical or their hybrids. In practice, all these types of spring can deliver more power without an additional mass. For some harvesters, an independent spring designed with known stiffness is combined with an independent mass, like mechanical spring in pendulum, gravitational spring holding Comet 67P, etc. For others, the harvester is simply an object with inherently knotted stiffness and mass such that a change in mass of the harvester is synonymous to an automated change in stiffness and vice-versa, like in a piezoelectric cantilever beam.
An additional shortcoming in the old model stems from another overlook in ascertaining the contribution from state of displacement amplitude of vibration energy sources. In real world, state of displacement amplitude may be assumed to be constant but in reality it is fluctuating. This does matter in relation to power. A sinusoidal sweeping excitation of an energy harvester using a laboratory shaker normally causes displacement amplitude of shaker plate to fluctuate across the sweeping frequencies but it is taken often to be steady unless manually adjusted. Not accounting for the actual status of the displacement amplitude of vibration source led to the presumption that using larger mass always achieves larger power.
All the above problems are addressed in this work with theories and experimental validations. 
where is the internal moving mass, is the maximum possible displacement of the internal moving mass within a harvester, is the natural frequency (resonant angular frequency) of the harvester, and 0 = [ 0 + ∆ 0 ] is the displacement amplitude of vibration source with fluctuating state equivalent to ∆ 0 > 0.
For the last decades, it was concluded that for a given vibration input of sinusoidal form, an upper bound power, some of which are lost and not extractable, for a device of any architecture, construction, transduction mechanism, or operating mode can be normalized to ≤ 2 3 where is the displacement [3] , 
Equations (1) and (2) offer advantages over earlier solutions [3] [4] [5] as they can easily be used when comparing performances of different harvesters since it is uncommon for companies and even researchers to provide complete data, such as internal and transducer damping ratios. can be replaced by a measured to
give actual power value in real time if 0 is known.
Another well-known vibration source signal is random white noise, which has broad range of frequencies and suitable for broadband harvesters [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , [13] . Closed form solution of random white noise for resonating linear devices gives maximum extractable power
where is the internal moving mass and is the power spectral density of the white noise base acceleration [7, 8] . This maximum power limit was evoked for nonlinear devices but total mass instead of internal moving mass was used in the solution with proposed validity regardless of the type of nonlinearity in a harvester [6] .
Interestingly, the power spectral density of white noise base acceleration (broadband) has a unit of 2 3 ⁄ , which is same unit for 2 3 of the sinusoidal base acceleration (single frequency or narrow-band driven vibrations). This means that maximum extractable power from any harvester set into motion by a sinusoidal or a white noise vibration source is governed similarly.
assumes that all dissipated energy is extracted but this is a condition that gives infinite power in the single frequency sinusoidal case which was considered impracticable. In the real world, there is always some sort of damping.
Therefore, for real-world applications, the damping parameter in the response of any harvester to white noise base acceleration (broadband) must be accounted for, and the famous Miles equation in vibration analysis [14] becomes applicable to give dissipated power .,
where is acceleration of the vibration source (base acceleration), is the natural frequency of the harvester, is the frequency at which the base acceleration power spectral density ( ) is flat, and is the total damping equivalent to (transducer damping ratio) + (internal damping). At resonance, where = , the dissipated (available) power is then
and the extractable power is given as
leading again to the condition of optimization where = such that extractable power is maximized,
Evidently, there is similarity at resonance between power generated from random white noise and sinusoidal vibration sources. Hence, solution of one form applies to the other. The difference is only by a theoretical factor of 8 2 , due to the frequency in radians (angular frequency) for the sinusoidal waveform.
Second Theory -Proposed (Harvester Design by Spring):
Clearly, the overemphasis on the theory of large mass large power has been consequential to the notion that upper bound power performance of new harvesters will remain limited to just their weights and sizes [6] , with multiple masses taken as the only way to achieve multiple natural frequencies [15] . This does not provide a designer of vibration energy harvester with deep insights on how to tailor power with spring. Hence, new expressions for power that use spring stiffness instead of mass are derived here to provide an alternative guide for designers and builders. This spring theory is characterized by small device mass equating to large power, high harvesting frequency
(easily convertible to low frequency or DC with electronics; high frequency = high energy), low materials cost, small payload, and large displacement of small mass by a vibration source with small amplitude.
The general expression of dissipated power is ., . This spring theory states explicitly that power produced at resonance, whether dissipated or extractable power, is directly proportional to the spring stiffness and the displacement amplitude of the vibration source, but inversely proportional to the mass and natural frequency of the device. This spring theory clearly contradicts the direct proportionality of power to mass in the first theory [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Consequently, the smaller the mass, the higher the power at any given spring stiffness, and the stiffer the spring, the higher the power at any given mass. The upper bound power is a design question and will be defined by whether the spring is linear or nonlinear [8] and also the inherent physical characteristics of that spring. The issue of higher resonance frequency due to higher spring stiffness is nowadays less critical as frequency conversions to convenient standard forms for electrical power delivery are possible with modern electronic hardware.
Third Theory -Proposed (Harvester Design by Gravity, Spring, and Mass):
The first and second theories have not accounted for gravity environment, but a mass suspended on a spring has an additional force of gravity acting upon it when placed in non-zero gravity. When the force of gravity is taken into consideration, being in opposition to the spring force, the relative displacement of mass as the device is set into motion from its base becomes nonlinear multiphase power spectrum is obtained with a 'threshold minimum', such that power increases at a given spring stiffness as mass below this threshold decreases and as mass above this threshold increases.
When 0 is no longer sufficient to displace large masses at upper end of the mass scale, the power spectrum develops a 'maximum threshold' such that power drops at a given spring stiffness as mass above this threshold increases. (b) under state of fluctuating displacement amplitude of vibration source, 0 = [ 0 + ∆ 0 ] with ∆ 0 > 0 and 0 sufficient to displace large masses at upper end of mass scale, power spectrum behaves more like in the first or second theory, increasing with an increase in mass at a given spring stiffness or increasing as the spring becomes stiffer at a given mass.
To reflect the mass and size of a vibration source and gravitational constant, in a broader picture, equation (12) for instance can be rewritten to become 
where = mass of orbiter, e.g Comet 67P, = displacement of orbiter, = orbital velocity of orbiter, 0 = displacement of astronomical object e.g. Sun, = distance between orbiter and astronomical object e.g.
distance between Comet 67P and Sun at Perihelion or Aphelion, = orbital natural frequency of orbiter, and is the angle, in degrees, of the orbiter object upon displacement in orbit.
III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS: Real-life Applications
As now found from the new theories, increasing mass of a harvester may or may not lead to such as FR4, Epoxy, Piezo, and Espanex was used to make both harvesters, and taking that their total densities are equal, the intrinsic mass of V20W is practically larger than that of V25W because of its larger volume. Therefore, it is conclusively anticipated that V20W must 'consistently' produce more power than V25W in accordance with mass theory [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Plots in Figure 2 show 0.25 g and 0.5 g accelerations of vibration source (1 g = 9.8 m/s 2 ) for various mass additions to tips of the harvesters. The results depict that power outputs of: (a) each device increased steadily as extra mass was added to the tip; and (b) both devices remarkably crisscrossed, that is, power outputs of V20W were not consistently higher than those of V25W at all extra mass additions. When no extra mass was added to the tips of the cantilever beams, V20W generated more power than V25W because it has more intrinsic mass. When a mass of 2.4 grams was added to both beams, V20W still produced more power than V25W. On the contrary, when the extra masses of 7.8 grams and 15.6 grams were added to the beams, V20W generated less power than V25W. This sharp turn in trend explicitly conflicts with the first theory's rule of large mass large power, which expects V20W to consistently produce more power than V25W because of its larger intrinsic mass. More results are shown in supplementary information.
Brüel & Kjaer [17]
: LDS V406-V408 are electromagnetic shaking devices that can be found in most laboratories across the world for vibration testing and structural analyses. They are fundamentally harvesters and according to the manufacturer's specification datasheet, they have a moving plate of effective mass = 0.2 kg suspended on a spring of axial stiffness = 12300 N/m, and have continuous RMS displacement of 6.22 x 10 -3 m. With these values of mass and spring stiffness, they would have a theoretical natural frequency at approximately 39.5 Hz, which was found to be in agreement with measured real-world value (Figure 3 ).
By adding an extra mass of ca. 0.1 kg, the real-world resonance shifted down to ca. 29 Hz in line with theoretical expectation = 1 2 ⁄ √ ⁄ . Using a random white noise vibration source for continuous displacement amplitude within range of 200 µm, the 0.2 kg shaker plate was found to produce more power than when the mass was increased to 0.3 kg. This attests again that power does not always increase with increasing mass as ruled by the classical theory of large mass large power.
Vibratricity, Inc. [18, 19]:
The harvester in this case was a magnetomechanical device with over 20 unique configurations, that is, many different forms of structural arrangements for different uses and for generating different amounts of electrical power from various kinds of vibration. Three of these configurations as shown in Figure 4a were that DMDS produced more power than DMSS. The major reason is that DMDS has higher spring stiffness, four times stiffer than DMSS. It is a validation that power increases as spring stiffness is increased when the vibration source displacement amplitude is constant, i.e. a condition under which lesser mass or stiffer spring brings about higher power. SMSS has the least mass, which is half the mass of DMDS. Also, SMSS has spring stiffness that is a quarter the spring stiffness of DMDS. The lesser mass of SMSS counteracted its softer spring and as a consequence, SMSS produced power lower than DMDS. On the other hand, SMSS has almost the equivalent stiffness but half the mass of DMSS. Power produced by SMSS is higher than the power generated by DMSS, and this sharply contrasts with the results of DMDS, which has same mass as DMSS. If one follows the first theory of large mass large power [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , without recourse to spring stiffness, gravity interplays, and state of vibration source displacement amplitude, then power produced by these three configurations in the real-world would have been: DMDS = DMSS > SMSS. Instead, the evidence of power produced by these three configurations in real-life followed: DMDS > SMSS > DMSS. Extractable power at perihelion is about twenty times greater than that at aphelion due to the stiffer gravitational spring, taking that the displacement of 67P is constant. An analogy of this orbiting 67P can be drawn to various man-made satellites: <100 g 10 cm 2 satellite-on-a-chip or ChipSats, <4 kg 100 cm 2 CubeSats, <10 kg nanosatellites, <100 kg microsatellites, and >100 kg spacecrafts [2, 20] .
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IV. CONCLUSION
The amount of power produced by a vibration energy harvester is not the same in different gravity environments. The structural arrangement and characteristics of a harvester defines how that device interacts with the local force of gravity and the maximum amount of power it yields. In a low-gravity environment, human landers will have necessity for non-toxic wearable energy technology to power their wearable mobile devices that serve for communications, health monitoring, life support and protection systems. Spring offers alternative path to make high performing energy harvesters without enlarging the mass. Power is directly proportional to spring stiffness and does not increase consistently with increasing mass. If power increases with increasing mass, then upper bound power is defined by the sufficiency of given displacement amplitude (1 g = 9.8 m/s 2 ). V25W is represented by a square symbol and V20W is denoted by a circle symbol. Internal damping such as mechanical joint friction, air resistance, magnetic damping
